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Our Preparations at Hewlett-Packard
for the Instrumentation of Tomorrow
To -hp- Journal readers:
Twenty-five years ago, when Dave Packard and I began Hewlett-Packard, while at the same time our objective of
to design and manufacture electronic measuring instru- ‘inexpensive quality’ has been realized with good success.
Nevertheless, there is always room for improvement
ments, we resolved on two prime objectives. One was to
produce instruments that constituted true technical con- and there is always a need for progress as the future untributions. The second was to produce instruments that folds. We felt that our preparations at -hp- for meeting
our objectives in the future would be of interest to you, so
embodied quality at moderate cost.
As we now look back and determine the extent to which we have asked our Journal editor to write this account.
these objectives have been achieved, we feel a certain We intend that -hp- instruments will maintain and even
sense of gratification. Many major contributions to the improve on the standard set in the past.
measurement art have been originated and introduced by
R. Hewlett
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Fig. 1. Special -hp- designed meter-calibrating machine
automatically calibrates indicating meters to ‘/4% accuracy. Meter being calibrated faces inward on front of
machine.
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Fig. 2. Typical meter-performance curve (tracking de&tion characteristic) measured by -hp- meter calibrator
(Fig. 1 ) . Slightness of loop opening shows freedom of
calibrated meter from pivot friction; lack of large anomalies in curve shows freedom f r o m stickiness.

spring, the Hewlett-Packard Company
completed its twenty-fifth year as a designer and
maker of electronic measuring instruments. During these twenty-five years, the electronics field
has developed and matured almost beyond belief,
as everyone knows. Twenty-five years ago, for example, television and radar were in their infancy
and transistors were not yet born-nor
were
many of the sophisticated devices that are now
commonplace. And, of course, microwave equipment and practice were essentially nonexistent,
one hundred megacycles or so being the upper
limit for the ‘advanced’ tubes and techniques of
the times.
The development of the electronics field as a
whole in these twenty-five years has been matched
by similar progress in the field of electronic measurements and measuring instruments. During all
of this time the practice and policy of the HewlettPackard Company has been and continues t o be
to bring into being only instruments that improve
the practice and art of measurement through advances in accuracy, range, concept or convenience.
Hence, instruments of our manufacture have, i t is
fair to say, had a responsible place in the technological progress of our country. Such past HewlettPackard instruments as the high-speed frequency
counter, the resistance-capacitance test oscillator,
t h e 700-megacycle voltmeter, a n d numerous
others (see box) have greatly contributed to progOHEWLETT-PACKARD
co. 1964
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Fig. 3. Combinations of recent -hp- instruments showing
flexibility of modular enclosure system designed and now
and full E t A rack width,
used by -hp-. Enclosures are 1/3,
are suited to bench, rack or, with special carrying covers,
to field use.

ress in the electronics field. Today,
it is an ordinary and simple matter
to measure frequencies up to several
thousand megacycles with HewlettPackard frequency counters. It is an
ordinary and simple matter to observe this same range of frequencies,
or its counterpart in fast waveforms,
at sensitivities of a thousandth of a
volt on Hewlett-Packard oscilloscopes. It is equally simple to make
automatic swept-frequency recordings in the microwave range with
Hewlett-Packard microwave equipment. And, incidentally, it was to
communicate developments such as
these to the combined electronics
and electrical engineering professions that this Journal was begun
by Hewlett-Packard some fifteen
years ago. During that time -hpengineers have published herein a
number of important a n d wellknown papers, as exemplified by the
accompanying listing.
Because of the importance of
measuring instruments and of the
information they convey, the Hewlett-Packard Company has always assumed a deep responsibility for the
integrity of -hp- instruments. Thus
it is that much care is taken at -hpto ascertain that -hp- instruments
operate within specifications, even
to the point that environmental
tests approaching those of military

equipment are followed for all new
instruments. And thus it is that
-hp- engineers assume a responsibility for the measuring instruments
that are their handiwork.
When looking to the future, all
can see that scientific and technical
efforts will continue to play an important part in human society. As
these efforts progress and enter into
areas presently undeveloped o r
unexplored, more sophisticated
approaches, techniques and instrumentation are certain to be required. All past experience shows

that instrumentation has been fundamental to technical progress, and
the role of instrumentation will
continue to be no less important in
the future.
When an instrument-maker looks
to the future in the light of his responsibilities as well as in the light
of ordinary prudence, it is obvious
that he must make serious and wellfounded preparations for discharging these responsibilities. Preparations must be made, for example,
such that an engineering staff of
suitable competence and diversifi-

Fig. 4 . Assembly area in -hp- Associates manufacturing facility. -hpa- was established in recent years to produce special
semiconductor devices f o r -hp- and for industry.
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cation is devoting its effort toward
designing the instrumentation required for tomorrow. I t must then
be possible to manufacture such
advanced instrumentation. Since
this will undoubtedly require new
and imaginative manufacturing
techniques, it becomes necessary
that the manufacturing staff be prepared and qualified to apply and,
if need be, generate such techniques.
And, thirdly, steps must be taken so
that the knowledge and application
of this instrumentation can be
adequately disseminated by a sales
engineering staff to those i n the
technical and scientific field who
are dependent on instrumentation
for quantitative information.
-hp-
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RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

At Hewlett-Packard the engineering program has always been
guided by a philosophy that has two
points of interest here. One is that
the engineering work has been
strongly product-oriented. T h e second is that -hp- engineering has
been conducted while maintaining
a close liaison between design engineers and the -hp- field engineers
who have the normal day-to-day
contact with instrument users. This
arrangement has the important advantage that open channels of communication are maintained between
those who use instruments and those
who design them. As a result, -hpdesign engineers have always had a
h i g h degree of awareness of the
needs of instrument users. Emphasis
has thus been maintained on the
end products, resulting in instruments that are flexible in purpose
and suited to the user's needs.
T h e design effort at -hp- has traditionally been divided along product lines, but several years ago as the
design groups became larger the
grouping was done in a more formal
way. Related groups were formed
into laboratories that were each
wholly composed of generic i n strument design groups. Such a n
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arrangement achieved greater engineering depth since the design
engineers achieve a degree of specialization on a particular type of
instrument. They are thus better
equipped to contribute to instrument development. T h e arrangement has proved effective and is
expected to continue into the future. Hewlett-Packard frequency
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synthesizers, sampling oscilloscopes,
high-frequency converters and many
others are examples of contributions made by these consolidated
groups in recent times.
With the passage of time and a
progressive growth in the -hp- engineering effort, considerable support engineering in the nature of
advanced work groups has now been

Fig. 5. Assembly area in -hp-’s Loveland, Colorado, plant for
taut-band meters now being used in some -hp- instruments.

added to the overall -hp- engineering program. T h e support groups
can be divided into two general
classes, one consisting of laboratories that perform work common to
two or more of the product-design
groups or work of a nature required
only occasionally by the product
groups. Several such common-support laboratories exist at HewlettPackard and range from several
chemistry laboratories through specialized electrical groups to special
physics groups.
T h e second support effort performs long-range development on
concepts which may not be applicable to a specific instrument group
or on which the development time
or development outlook may not be
suited to a product group. Coherent
optics, beam tubes, and electroacoustics are examples of this support effort.
With a view toward the future
and toward the potential application of semiconductor and rel’ated
sciences, a facility was established
at -hp- some ten years ago to develop and produce the specialized
semiconductor devices that were be,ginning to appear promising for
instrumentation. Three years ago,
as the number of devices developed
in this facility became larger and
as some of the devices began to
find application by outside groups,

time basis. Under this plan -hpallows time off for class attendance
and reimburses the ‘student’ for onehalf his tuition and book charges
upon completion of the course.
T h e results of the engineer-development program have been significant. Nearly 50 Master of Science
degrees have been granted to -hpengineers. I n addition, three Engineer and four Ph.D. degrees have
been granted. Of these degree recipients, all bc t eight are still employed
by -hp-. Currently, more than forty
engineers are participating in the
-hp- Honors Cooperative Program
to further their training for the
future.

the facility was expanded into a
much broader effort in the form of
MANUFACTURING AND
ENGINEERING
-hp‘s- affiliate, -hp- ASSOCIATES.
Much of what can be achieved in
Today, the -hpa- solid-state development facility comprises several an advanced field such as instrusuperbly-equipped advanced labora- mentation is inherently interlocked
tory groups which have demon- with the capability to perform spestrated proficiency in solid-state cialized manufacturing. To produce
advanced instrume,ntation, a surtechnology.
T h e complete -hp- research and prising number of specialized comdevelopment effort presently in- ponents unavailable elsewhere must
cludes some twenty-five different not only be designed but also manulaboratories which provide the spe- factured. Consequently, specialized
cialized work needed in developing manufacturing capability is presthe instrumentation of today and ently required, and will certainly be
the immediate future. T h e work of needed for the future as well.
Over a period of time substantial
these groups embraces a broad section of technical disciplines ranging effort has been expended toward esfrom the development of circuits to tablishing a capability for designing
the development of complicated sys- and producing specialized compotems, from the development of neon nents. Because of this capability it
lamps to the development of electro- has been possible to produce a numluminescent devices, and from the ber of well-known instruments not
development of basic transducers to previously available. One exampk
the development of advanced solid- is the DC Micro Volt-Ammeter
which measures dc voltages as small
state devices.
as
1 microvolt and currents as small
ENGINEER
as 1 micro-microampere through
DEVELOPMENT
Any plan of preparedness for the the use of special photo-conductors
future must include a program for designed and developed in the -hpthe development of engineering per- laboratories. Another example is
sonnel and this has not been over- the high-frequency converters used
looked. Ten years ago a program was with frequency counters to measure
established with Stanford Univer- frequencies up to several kilomegasity whereby qualified graduate cycles. These were made possible
engineers employed at -hp- could through the design and developadvance their education on a part- ment in the -hp- laboratories of
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Fig. 6. In-house developed ultraprecision air-bearing
spindle has been used with numerical-control machine
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the step-recovery diode. T h e display
storage feature first introduced on
-hp- counters was also made possible through the development of
-hp- photo-devices.
A fourth and most important example is the development in the
-hp- laboratories of the servo-calibrating machine for calibrating individual meter movements with a
speed and accuracy much superior
to that previously known. This inhouse-designed and in-house-built
machine automatically calibrates
meters in a few minutes’ time to an
accuracy of much better than lYob+.
At the same time the machine produces a quality-related signal that
permits previously undetectable
pivot-roll or stickiness in the meter
movement to be examined in very
great detail. T h e machine is now being used to calibrate the special tautband type meters that are presently
being used in a number of -hpinstruments. These meters have a
torsion type suspension that avoids
conventional bearings altogether. As
calibrated with the servo-calibrating
machine, the taut-band meters make
available to the engineering profession measuring equipment with
meter performance and accuracy
unavailable a short time ago. Accuracies of O.lyo to 0.2% for these
movements are typical.
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* Bernard M. Oliver “Increased Accuracy ,in -hpMeters Through Servo Calibrating Methods, HewlettPackard Journal, Vol. 12, No. 7, March, 1961.
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uring instruments. Their first product was the resistan
capacitance test oscillator which Hewlett had just
vented and patented. By applying their philosophy
designing and producing only instruments that cont
uted an advancement t o the measuring art, their f
grew until it is now recognized as a world-wide leader
the measuring instrument field. The firm is actively
rected by Hewlett, as president and director, and Pa
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